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LECTURE 3

13 : Boundary conditions ( Sectia 1.3,1.4)

and equilibrium distributions.

When one works with IDEs , one needs conditions tobe

posed on the boundaries of the region under study (plus,of

course, initial conditions ich time plays arole ).

Bondary conditions (Sec.1.8)

Weare going to introduce the three typical types of

bonolary conditionsin PDEs by giving a physical meaning to

them using the heat eguation.

Context: ux =kuxx . orxah (Carod ")

- Cheat flux modelled by Fourie law o = -kux )

a Dirichlet boundary condition.

The value of the function at the boundary is given. Here,

for example ,

a ( 0,4 )= "o(4) ? with us, "B, two given functions.

a (L,t )= ug (1) ]



There is a natural interpretation :we are keeping the extremes

of the road at certain prescribed temperatures .

2) Neuman boundary condition .

The value of the derivative of the function at the boundary

is given.

In the head equatica case, this corresponds to prescribing

the heat flow rather than the temperature:

-kux(0,6)= $(6) Rement aboutnotations ?

1 givendada. [uxCost)= the act .. !

When the bondaries are insulated ,then there is not hear

flow through them. Forexample,if the road is insulated

at the boundary x = 0 , then- aax cost)= o . x = 0

.

 ei .
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3) Robin boundary condition.

→ A linear condination of the values of the function and

its derivative are given at the boundary.

In the head equation case, imagine that the borders are

in contactwith air, and the air of the room isata

give temperature up (6).

Then, there is a heat treas,fen by convection: the rod

extremes heat the air in contactwith them , but thisair

flows away (takingwith it some head ).

The heat transfer by convection is usually modelled by

Neuton's law of cooling:

A f leid as temperature I hear flew by correction is

- H (ulko)-ug(x)) .

temperature ulas convection(heat trefascoefficiel

Thus, for the rod Orxah,

-kuxco,6) = - H (acob -ug(6)),I au

"B(6)

surface at

 (Hoog

 1 x = L

kux Chub) = H (u (Lo -ug(D )
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• Steady starte: Equilibrium temperature distribution

1 (Sec.1.4).

Now that we have a prodem fallo stated, namely

ut= kuxx in orxah,too ). Heat equationwith

aco,t)= 1,(6)

a (b ,b) = Tz (6) Dirichler BC .

" (t,0)= f(+)

wewant to solve it.That is,to find how the temperature

distribution ecoles is time (u(+6)).

For the moment,wewill al compute the state toward

which it evolves,ie, the equilibrium a steady solution.

•Equilibrium(steady solution forhead agewith Dirichlet Bc.

A steady-state solution is one that does not depend on

time alt,tJ= u (x).

Therefore, utlast)=22 4(x)= 0.

Then, if the BC are also steady T.(8)=11,Tz(6)=72,

weward to solve the following problem
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axx (x )= 0 ?

"(0)=1,,4 (L)= 12 s

We trivially see that u(x)= e,x +ca, and so

a (o)= ca= Ti y

a (L)= Lc, + = ta toho,+ T,= ła c,= 2

Ta - Ti

t

Therefore. Ju(x)= T,+Test af

The temperature distribution at equilibrium is a line that

connects the given temperatures at the border .

We will check that the solution uCast) to the problem

actually evolies to this equilibrima solution,

lineu(x6)= u(x)= T,+Test1 x.

E Healequation with Neumann Bc. (insulated boundaries)

us = kuxx in Oexet,too

"x(0,6)= 0 = 4xCL,6)

u (x,0) = g(x)



• Equil. sol. for head agowith Neuman Be.

uxx (x)= 0

ux(0)=0 =4x (6)=0 s

As before, - ax(x)=c.

u (x)= 0,* + (2 . so Lux (o)= ux (L)=0 =C .

Any constant provides an equilibrium sclentina forthe

problem, u (t)= cz.

to Something seems physically wrong...

6we haven't use the initial data yet !

Since the boundaries are insulated the tatal energy mustbe

conserved.

Rement. This idea can be obtacied in a purely mathematical

way.Let's see:

ug(4.6)=kmanlasts of a jucken dx=hiſunles)dx as

-ab JoIu(x6)dx =kwx (b,b)-Kux(0,6)= 0

ł

(Neumann BC)
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The Sucsodae che=Sulsesdat gode

In the equilibriomconfiguration, a

allace to Fucode =cal af galde

uCG)= +1 gajda/ The equilibrimsolution isthe

average of the initial configuration.

Caso

•Exercise: Determine an equilibrium temperature distriontion,

if are exists. For what values of ß are there

solutions?

ata uxx exat,too )

ax(0,t)= 1

ax (2,6)= ß

a (x,0)= f(x)

Equilibrium = time independent nou( 6 ) = u (x ) .

Then ,
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axx = 0 a (x)= e,x + ca.

ua(G) =c.nu.(o)= 1=c } o cap =1.

ux (L)=B =c. s

Thes, ß must be ßat for an equilibrium solution to exists.

This makes sense physically, asit means that the heat enega

Icoming in gual the head flow going out.

Finally,we can find the equilibrium solation taking int

account the initial data ulo,0)=f( ):

44=anno fucode=I am(Godde

- 1 t ueelde= uaCa ] =aa(L.)-4.(E4)= 3-1=00

facet)dx=face,e)dhe=f gode forall tzo.

I the equilibrium confignation,ula)= x+ 2,30

Sanca do= tax] =trcal={graderus

> A

not sada- olaco-***{sam -

a = 1



Remont: The temparature profile at equilídrim loksas

a(t) 1 (constead hearenergy flow )

x = 0 x = L

1 x=0 x =1

• Exercise: Determine the time-cadepadent solution to the

following heat equation :

he={ b(xux)+x . lex<2,tool

u (e,t) = 1

a(2, t)= 1

Sol. Time- cidepo ulas =u(a) s uzo .

fugo S (x ux(a))+x=( xua(a)=2 rte,a

1. ux )= 1 + 2 su(x)= - +e,log(s)+€2.

B.C.: u(1)=1=14tc.(8(1) tca 100c2=2/

ux(2)=1=(1 + r)dx= =-1+2222 0,=" p.
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